Don‘t like surprises
on set?

My lightweight production office
It’s time to have less on your mind! Yamdu is a web application combining the
individual tools for all departments and stages of a film production. Yamdu can
be the central platform for all of your crew members providing information in
a fast, simple and efficient way and to actively take part in designing the tools
and functions specific to each department. Facilitate the best use of your data
and ensure efficient teamwork. Avoid duplication of work and mistakes and keep
an eye on all of your projects. Improve your film production management with
Yamdu!

New favorite tools for your production!

Announcements

Crew Management

Tasks

Project Calendar

Document Management

Financing

Production Scheduling

Breakdowns

Shooting Scheduling

Call Sheets

Shot List

Storyboard

Casting Database

Costumes

Makeup

Location Scouting

Props Management

Postproduction

Dailies

And more to come

“Collaborative work in productions and teams clustered over different locations
and cities is a tough process. But Yamdu together with ARRI Webgate brings
everyone and every media close together!”
— Marc Schwellenbach, Head of Postproduction, UFA Serial Drama, Germany

„Our entire team loves Yamdu. It has a comprehensive set of features and it’s
easy for anyone to jump in and learn the software.“
— Micah Haughey, Producer, Silver Rose Entertainment, USA

“Implementing Yamdu has streamlined our production processes and allowed
us to operate on an enterprise level more efficiently due to the simplicity of the
program.”
— Jill Michelle Williams, VP Original Content + Production, TWO RIVER Pictures, USA

“It’s a pleasure to watch Yamdu constantly grow and become a powerful tool for
cinema and TV movies.”
— Oliver Schündler, CEO & Producer, Lucky Bird Pictures, Germany

“While there are many products out there for production management, we
believe Yamdu has their finger on the pulse of modern production, so we quickly
embraced this integration with Showbiz Budgeting .”
— Steve Bizenov, Vice President Showbiz / Media Services, USA

Never assume,
always make sure.

yamdu.com

